Catalytic protein film voltammetry from a respiratory nitrate reductase provides evidence for complex electrochemical modulation of enzyme activity.
The first step in the respiratory reduction of nitrate to dinitrogen in Paracoccus pantotrophus is catalyzed by the quinol-nitrate oxidoreductase NarGHI. This membrane-anchored protein directs electrons from quinol oxidation at the membrane anchor, NarI, to the site of nitrate reduction in the membrane extrinsic [Fe-S] cluster and Mo-bis-MGD containing dimer, NarGH. Liberated from the membrane, NarGH retains its nitrate reductase activity and forms films on graphite and gold electrodes within which direct and facile exchange of electrons between the electrode and the enzyme occurs. Protein film voltammetry has been used to define the catalytic behavior of NarGH in the potential domain and a complex pattern of reversible, nitrate concentration dependent modulation of activity has been resolved. At low nitrate concentrations the local maximum observed in the catalytic current-potential profile reveals how NarGH can catalyze nitrate reduction via two pathways having distinct specificity constants, k(obs)(cat)/K(obs)(M). Catalysis is directed to occur via one of the pathways by an electrochemical event within NarGH. On increasing the nitrate concentration, the local maximum in the catalytic current becomes less distinct, and the catalytic waveform adopts an increasingly sigmoidal form. A pattern of voltammetry similar to that observed during nitrate reduction is observed during reduction of the stereochemically distinct substrate chlorate. Centers whose change of oxidation state may define the novel catalytic voltammetry of NarGH have been identified by EPR-monitored potentiometric titrations and mechanisms by which the electrochemistry of Mo-bis-MGD or [Fe-S] clusters can account for the observed behavior are discussed.